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Microstructure and pinning properties of hexagonal-disc shaped single crystalline MgB2
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We synthesized hexagonal-disc-shaped MgB2 single crystals under high-pressure conditions and analyzed
the microstructure and pinning properties. The lattice constants and the Laue pattern of the crystals from x-ray
micro-diffraction showed the crystal symmetry of MgB2. A thorough crystallographic mapping within a single

crystal showed that the edge andc axis of hexagonal-disc shape exactly matched the@101̄0# and the@0001#
directions of the MgB2 phase. Thus, these well-shaped single crystals may be the best candidates for studying
the direction dependences of the physical properties. The magnetization curve and the magnetic hysteresis
curve for these single crystals showed the existence of a wide reversible region and weak pinning properties,
which supported our single crystals being very clean.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery1 of superconductivity in MgB2 has
attracted great scientific2,3 and industrial4,5 interest. Even
though basic issues such as the carrier type2 were addressed
immediately, conflicting reports still exist, especially on t
transport properties.6 For example, the residual resistivity ra
tio ~RRR! of bulk MgB2 ranges from 1.2 to 30.6

Higher quality bulk MgB2 ~called high RRR-MgB2) has
been claimed to have a higher values of RRR~20–25!, a low
residual resistivity@r(40 K),1 mV cm#, a higher magneto-
resistance~MR!, and a resistivity upturn at low temperatu
under high magnetic field.3 Insulating impurities and/or loca
strains have been suggested as possible origins for these
ferent observations.7–11However, very recently, the existenc
of unreacted Mg successfully explained the unusual enha
ment of the RRR and the MR in polycrystalline MgB2.6

Compared to the wide distribution of the RRR for pol
crystals, the RRR in theab-plane resistivity for single crys
tals has a narrow distribution.12,13The RRR of single crystals
ranges from 5 to 6, which is much smaller than the values
high RRR-MgB2 bulk samples, but similar to the values fo
well-prepared polycrystals.6,14–16 The anisotropy factor (g
;3) and the Debye temperature (Q;1160660 K) are also
consistent among various reports.17

It is interesting to note that the magnetic properties
somewhat different for different single crystals.12,13,18 The
superconducting transition width in the zero-field-cool
magnetization for single crystals as large as a few hund
mm is a little bit broader than expected. The ratio of t
low-field magnetization in the field-cooled~FC! state to that
0163-1829/2002/66~18!/184519~5!/$20.00 66 1845
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in the zero-field-cooled~ZFC! state gives a rough indicatio
of the pinning strength, and this ratio is quite different f
different single crystals. The magnetic hysteresis for sin
crystals having very weak pinning can be used to probe
purities. In one report, the magnetic hysteresis containe
significant amount of paramagnetic component.13 In another
report, the magnetic hysteresis for an aggregation of sin
crystals showed a large ferromagnetic contribution and a
nificant irreversible magnetization.18

For the above reasons, it is necessary to confirm the q
ity of single crystals in more detail before performing th
main measurements. The existence of impurities and st
tural imperfections on a microscopic scale can result in
verse physical properties. Here, we report the growth of
well as x-ray microdiffraction and magnetization measu
ments for, MgB2 single crystals with hexagonal-disc shap
and shiny surfaces. Our single crystals are unique as fa
the shape is concerned. The diagonal length and the th
ness for the largest crystal was about 100 and 10mm, re-
spectively. The crystallinity was thoroughly identified by u
ing the Laue pattern in the x-ray microdiffractio
measurement. Both the edge and thec axis of the hexago-
nally shape disc were found to match the crystal symme
The magnetization study showed that pinning was very w
for our hexagonal-disc-shaped single crystals.

II. EXPERIMENTS

Two different procedures were used to grow the sin
crystals, and in both cases, excess Mg was critical for
growth of single crystals. The first involved a two-ste
©2002 The American Physical Society19-1
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method in which already synthesized pieces of Mg2
bulk19,20were used as a seed material. They were heat tre
in a Mg flux inside a Nb tube, which was sealed in an in
gas atmosphere. Then, the Nb tube was put inside a qu
tube, which was sealed in vacuum. The quartz tube
heated for one hour at 1050 °C, cooled very slowly
700 °C for five to fifteen days, and then quenched to ro
temperature. The temperature dependences of theab-plane
resistivities forHiab andHic and high-resolution transmis
sion electron microscope images have already been repo
for the single crystals synthesized using this procedure.21

In the one-step method, 1:1 mixtures of Mg and B po
ders were well ground and pressed into a pellet.12 Then, the
pellet was placed in a Ta capsule. This capsule was put
high-pressure cell equipped with a graphite heater. H
treatment was done inside a 14-mm cubic multi-anvil-ty
press under 3 GPa.19,20 The heating temperature was arou
1300 °C. The temperature was maintained for about 30 m
utes, and then was slowly lowered to 800–900 °C. The fi
product was a pellet containing a mixture of sing
crystalline MgB2 and Mg flux.

It was found that the one-step method usually gave lar
crystals, which was quite advantageous for the magnetiza
study in this research. The crystal images were observed
ing a polarizing optical microscope and a field-emiss
scanning electron microscope~SEM!. We successfully sepa
rated single-crystalline MgB2 from the Mg flux by using a
thermomechanical spinning method. This method is poss
due to the fact that the melting~and/or decomposition! tem-
perature of MgB2 is higher than that of Mg.

Single crystals with sizes of tens ofmm were selectively
handled by using a homemade microtweezers and were fi
on Si substrates by using a photoresist as an epoxy. Sinc
volume of one crystal made in the one-step process was
rather small, we gathered about 200 single crystals on
substrate with theirc axes aligned perpendicular to the su
strate surface.18 For the x-ray micro-diffraction measure
ments, several crystals were fixed at the center of
crosshairs on the substrate, as shown in Fig. 1~d!.21 The Cu
crosshairs was used for the only purpose to facilitate
location of the sample by looking at the Cu fluorescence. T
magnetic properties were measured with a SQUID magn
meter~Quantum Design, MPMS-XL!.

The instrument used at the advanced light source~ALS!
for x-ray microdiffraction is capable of producing
submicron-size x-ray microbeam and with submicron spa
resolution can probe the local texture in a single crysta22

The sample was positioned using the Cu fluorescence si
detected from the Cu crosshairs on the Si substrate by u
a high-purity Ge ORTEC solid-state detector connected
multichannel analyzer. The crystal orientation with respec
the substrate can be determined with an accuracy of 0.0

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SEM and microXRD

Figure 1~a! shows a typical SEM image for a MgB2 single
crystal synthesized in a two-step process. The crystals
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served by using a polarizing optical microscope h
hexagonal-disc shapes with edge angles of 120° and very
and shiny surfaces. The sizes of the crystals were ab
20–60mm in diagonal length and 2 –6mm in thickness.
Figure 1~b! shows a magnified view of the upper corner
another crystal. The smooth surfaces and the sharp e
confirm that our small crystals had a very low probability
having mosaic aggregates of nanocrystals either along theab
plane or along thec axis; thus, we had a better chance
study their intrinsic properties. The single crystals repor
so far, except for those reported by us, have had irreg
shapes.12,13,18

Figure 1~c! shows a polarizing optical microscope imag
of a MgB2 single crystal synthesized in a one-step proce
which resulted in larger crystals. The sizes of these crys
were 30–100mm in diagonal length, so they were picked fo
measurements of the magnetic properties and the x-ray
crodiffraction.

The crystal structure was identified by using white be
x-ray microdiffraction measurements. After positioning the
single crystals on the substrate in Fig. 1~d!, a 100mm
3100 mm region between the Cu crosshairs was scan
with a step size of 2mm. At each step, the Laue patter
~together with the CuK fluorescence signal! was collected
with a BRUKER 6000 CCD camera which has an active a
of 939 cm and was placed about 4 cm above the sam
~2500 images, 1024 pixel31024 pixel mode!. The exposure
time at each step was 1 s. An example of a Laue pat
obtained from a MgB2 single crystal is shown in Fig. 2~a!
~for clarity, the color of screen was changed from blue
black!. The Laue patterns with refined lattice parameters
a53.086760.0003 Å,c53.523560.0003 Å showed excel-

FIG. 1. SEM and polarizing optical microscope images of t
MgB2 single crystals with a hexagonal-disc shape.~a! MgB2 made
in a two-step process with a diagonal distance of about 25mm and
with a thickness of about 4mm. ~b! High-resolution image at the
corner of another crystal, and~c! polarizing optical microscope im-
age of a single crystal grown in a one-step process.~d! Polarizing
optical microscope images of MgB2 single crystals. An epoxy was
used to fix six single crystals at the center of 100-mm-wide Cu
crosshairs. The crystal enclosed by a rectangle was scanne
microstructural mapping in Fig. 2.
9-2
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lent agreement with a hexagonal MgB2 structure (a
53.086 Å, c53.524 Å, Space Group number5191, Ref.
1!. The silicon reflections from the substrate could be di
tally removed. Typically, more than 20 reflections with ene
gies ranging from 5 to 14 keV were indexed successfu
@For clarity, only brighter spots were indexed in the Fi
2~a!.# The~0005! reflection in the center of the pattern in Fig
2 corresponds to the direction of the normal to the crys
surface. This confirms that the surface plane normal is al
the c axis. Moreover, the hexagonal edges of the cryst
were found to match the@101̄0# directions within a fraction
of a degree resolution. Thus, the shapes of the crystals in
microscope image followed the MgB2 crystal symmetry,
which will be quite useful for any research of the directio
dependencies of the physical properties in MgB2.

Indexing the Laue patterns in Fig. 2~a! allowed us to cal-
culate the complete orientation matrix of the x-ray illum
nated volume. A finer step size of 1mm was used for the

FIG. 2. ~Color! The region enclosed by the rectangle in Fig. 1~d!
was scanned with 1m grid and the scanned value at each spot w
denoted by a colored pixel with 1mm31 mm area.~a! A represen-
tative image of an indexed Laue pattern from xray micr
diffraction. ~b! and~c! are, respectively, for the out-of-plane and th
in-plane orientations inside a single crystal. Note that differen
from mean values (6.0° and 26.0°, respectively! is shown in the

vertical color bars. The strains for the@101̄0# and@0001# directions
are shown in~d! and ~e! where vertical color scale are in units o
1023 in strain. The lateral scales are the same for~b!, ~c!, ~d!, and
~e! and a scale bar of 10mm is only shown in~e!. Outer black
regions in~b!, ~c!, ~d!, and ~e! correspond to the Si substrate an
black or white pixels inside the crystal area correspond to the
fects explained in the text.
18451
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white-beam scan. The orientation variations inside the sin
crystal shown in the right bottom corner of Fig. 1~d! are
shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!. Here the deviations of angle
from the mean values@6.0° and 26.0°, respectively# are rep-
resented by a colored pixel with 1mm31 mm area around
the measured spot. Figure 2~b! is the out-of-plane orientation
variation calculated as the angle between thec axis and the
normal to the surface of the silicon substrate. The grad
change of color from top to bottom of the crystal means t
angle between the crystalc axis and substratec axis changes
from 6.2 to 5.8, indicating a slight bending of the cryst
This assumption is also compatible with the fact that cha
of angle along the horizontal direction in the figure is mu
smaller. Another thing is that the crystal was put declined
6 degrees over Si substrate, which can result in bendin
thin crystal during curing of epoxy existing between t
crystal and the substrate. Thus, the realc axis distribution
seems to be quit lower than observed.

Figure 2~c! shows the in-plane orientation variation ca
culated as the angle between the measured@101̄0# direction
and a reference direction~horizontal direction in the figure!.
The gradual change of color from top to bottom means t
the angle changes from 26.2 to 25.8. The average valu
26.0 is just the same as that of the angle between one o
crystal edges and the reference direction. The in-plane or
tation also showed some inhomogeneities of up to ab
0.2°. Some small region colored with white or black show
a larger deviation of axes from other main region and mi
be due to some defects.

These mapping of orientation demonstrate that the or
tation of crystal axis of our hexagonal-disc-shaped sin
crystals was perfect, within 0.2°. A recent study showed t
~0001! twist grain-boundaries, formed by rotations along t
c axis ~typically by about4°), were the major grain bound
aries in polycrystalline MgB2.7 This kind of grain boundary
was attributed to the weaker bonding between Mg layer
B layer.7 Note that bending observed in Fig. 2~b! could not
give significant overestimation of in-plane axis distributio
the realc-axis distribution seems to be lower than observ
and lower than in-plane axis distribution of the single cryst
This is also compatible with weak bonding between M
layer and B layer.

The local strain mapping may also give information
the microstructure of the single crystal. The deviations of
reflections positions from unstrained crystal lattice yields
deviatoric~distortional! components of the strain~distortion
of the unit cell!. Or, without reference crystal lattice, it ca
gives a strain distribution. Figures 2~d! and 2~e! show the
deviatoric component along@101̄0# and@0001#, respectively.
The color scale are in units of 1023 in strain. All the distor-
tions are calculated relatively to the lattice constant val
given in Nagamatsu’s paper.1

For both orientation, the regions with low strain are co
monly observed near the center and peripheral region, wh
supports quantitative analysis as well as some qualita
analysis.23 Compared with polycrystal, the single crystal a
pears to be weakly biaxially strained in tension as indica
by the dominant positive value~red! for the in-plane unit cell
axes compared to the dominant negative~blue! value for the
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out-of-plane axis. The overall strain variations of about
31024 across the crystal surface is quite low but higher th
the technique resolution of about 1024 and would correspond
in variation of an unit on the last digit of Akimitsu’s lattic
parameter. The average strain values weree1150.2313(1
60.141)1023 ande33520.4813(160.154)1023. As in the
case of the orientation map in Fig. 2, we observed some l
variations of the strain departing from these average val
indicated by the white or black colored spots in the str
maps. The reproducibility of these data was checked by
forming two separate scans of the same area.

The influence of lattice strain on the superconduct
properties has been investigated also for polycrytall
MgB2.11 The variations in lattice strain and Mg vacancy co
centrations were obtained by varying the synthesis co
tions. It was found that high strain (;1%) and the presenc
of Mg vacancies (;5%) resulted in lowering theTc by only
2 K. Thus the strain of our crystals was more than 3 order
magnitude smaller than that of polycrystals, which impl
the strain or Mg vacancy may not account for theTc differ-
ence between our single crystal and polycrystals.

B. Magnetic properties

To study the bulk nature of the superconductivity, w
measured the magnetization curveM (T) and the magnetic
hysteresisM (H). Since the volume of one crystal was rath
small, we fixed about 30 single crystals made in the one-s
process on a substrate without appreciable magnetic b
ground with theirc axes aligned perpendicular to the su
strate surface.21 Figure 3~a! shows the magnetization curv
M (T) measured at 20 Oe in the ZFC and the FC states.
Tc onset was about 38 K. The FC signals for fields para
and perpendicular to thec axis were larger than 60% of th
ZFC signals, which suggested that the pinning was v
weak. The overall shape was not much different for th
two orientations. The different values of the magnetic m
ment for the different field directions were due to a dem
netization effect caused by the planar-disc shapes of
crystals.21 The transition width in theM (T) curve was much
narrower than that for single crystals made in the two-s
method.21 We also found that the average volume of the cr
tals made in the one-step process were about 25 times la
than the average volume of the crystals made in the two-
process in the previous study21 by the comparison of the ZFC
signal per one single crystal.

The weak pinning was demonstrated by the magnetiza
at 5000 Oe and the magnetic hysteresisM (H) at 5 K, as
shown in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!, respectively. With@M (H2)
2M (H1)#50.1 emu/cm3 as the criterion for the reversibl
point, the values ofTirr(H55000 Oe) were 26 and 24 K fo
Hic andHiab, respectively. At each temperature, the upp
critical fields obtained from the resistivity measureme
were about 1.7 and 6 T for our well-shaped single crystal21

Thus, a very wide reversible region existed in our sin
crystals, especially forHiab. (H irr for bulk MgB2 at T
525 K was about 3 T,16 which is about 6 times higher tha
that of single crystalline MgB2.!
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The weak pinning shown by the wide reversible regi
was also consistent with the results of theM (H) measure-
ment. TheM (H) at 5 K in Fig. 3~c! showed negligible para
magnetic or ferromagnetic background up to 5 T. Revers
magnetization was dominant for theM (H) of our single
crystals, which was quite consistent with fact that the p
ning in our single crystals was weak and with the existen
of wide reversible region demonstrated by the lowerH irr
value in Fig. 3~b!. The different slopes of theM (H) curves
at the starting low fields (H,300 Oe) for the different field
directions were due to different demagnetization factors.

Previously, theM (H) for irregular shaped single crysta
was shown to have a non-negligible irreversib
contribution18 and a quite large paramagnetic and/or fer
magnetic background signal, which might have been due
the existence of impurities.13,18The results in Fig. 3 indicate
that the strong bulk pinning previously reported f
polycrystalline24 and thin films4 might be due to entirely ex-
trinsic pinning sites, such as grain boundaries and crysta
graphic defects.25 This is consistent with the absence of co
pinning, even atT;0.53Tc , for bulk sample.5

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we report the structural and magnetic pr
erties of MgB2 single crystals with hexagonal-disc shape
The x-ray microdiffraction showed that the hexagonal-d
shape of the single crystal followed the crystallograp
symmetry, which will be very useful for studying

FIG. 3. ~a! Low-field magnetization curveM (T) measured at 20
Oe forHic andHiab. ~b! Magnetization curves measured at 50
Oe showed a wide reversible region.Tirr(H55000 Oe) was 26 and
24 K for Hic andHiab, respectively.~c! The magnetic hysteresi
M (H) at 5 K; the symbols and the line are forHic and Hiab,
respectively.
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orientation-dependent physical properties. Detailed crysta
graphic mapping was somewhat consistent with the cry
structure with weak bonding between Mg layer and B lay
The magnetization curve and the magnetic hysteresis
vided consistent evidence that our single crystals were v
clean and had very weak pinning: the large FC magnetiza
and the sharp transition of the ZFC magnetization at l
field M (T), the wide reversible region, and theM (H, T
55 K) dominated by the reversible magnetization witho
any significant paramagnetic and/or ferromagnetic contri
tion.

*Present address: Tokura Spin Superstructure Project, ERA
JST, AIST, Tsukuba Central 4 Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8562, Jap
Email address: cu-jung@aist.go.jp. URL: http://unit.aist.go
cerc/
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